IP N° 97

IP title: fluid spillage

---

**Meeting: 2010 IMRBP**

Date: 28/04/2010

MPIG comments

**IP 97 - “Fluid Spillage”**

- June 2008 - Held dedicated Structures WG to discuss and provide proposal to MPIG
- March 2009 - MPIG presented proposed changes to Policy Board
- April 03/2009 - IP open action item to PB review with a coordinated answer using MPIG files provided and provide a coordinated response to MPIG will be sent by November 2009
- December 2009 - Remains open awaiting PB decision on proposed wording

PB comments

EASA considered that FAA AC and EASA AMC certification paper are covering the IP subject and therefore is considering cancelation.

However PB has concerns with this position and proposed to discuss this in separate caucus before any decision.

---

**Date 2 : 29/04/2010**

Consolidation will be ensured by Cliff, who will issue a clean document and share it by e-mail by end of May with all regulatory for comments before final clean IP to be provided to MPIG by end August 2010 (i.e. 60 days prior MPIG meeting).